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TEN YEARS OF SPEEDUP 

by 

Peter van Emde Boas 

ABSTRACT 

The paper presents a survey on the speedup phenomenon in the machine-independent 

theory of recursive functions, the techniques used to prove its existence, its non

effectiveness, its generalizations, and the relations between the speedup in recursion 

theory, and similar phenomena in logic. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

For almost half a century the mathematical world knows that it is fighting a war 

against the unknown where final victory is impossible; certainly there will be some 

great successes, and enough small advances to justify to the outside world that pro

gress is being made, but the original goals of HILBERT's program: proving consistency 

of mathematics by mathematical methods, were abandoned, under pressure of GODEL's in

completeness results about 45 years ago. People have accepted that there are beliefs 

and truths which will remain unproven forever, among those the consistency of their 

own work being not the least important one. 

From the lost battle mathematicians gained a new insight in the role of effec

tiveness in mathematics. The concept of computability, without which computer science 

1s unconceivable, is based on this research on the foundations of mathematics. 

When the development of the electronical computer resulted into a tremendous in

crease of computing capabilities, the mathematical world had to reconsider its ideas 

on computation. Several calculations which had been assumed to be unfeasible became 

possible, whereas others remained as impossible as before. 

It became clear that the concept of computability was meaningless if it were not 

accompanied by a corresponding notion of complexity. Efficiency became a guiding prin

ciple in the design of algorithms, and computer scientists started to develop algo

rithms for automatically improving the efficiency of other programs. 

Clearly the ideal program optimizer is a program which produces for each program 

an "equivalent,'.' program which is "optimal" (i.e. as efficient as possible). However, 
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if equivalence is taken in its most general sense (the two computed functions are 

equal), this program optimizer is as realistic as the machine which mechanically 

proves the consistency of mathematics. This was proven about 10 years ago by BLUM 

[5], whose speedup theorem states that there are computable functions which have no 

optimal programs at all. 

Again there was a big gain from the lost battle; BLUM delivered to theoretical 

computer science the axiomatic tools needed to discuss matters .related to complexity 

without dealing with some concrete machine model; this way Abstract Complexity Theory 

was born. And like the mathematicians who did not stop proving theorems 45 years ago, 

the program optimizers .still are improving upon their optimizing compilers, keeping 

in mind a more moderate but realistic goal. (That these goals have to be very moderate 

indeed can be concluded from results like in ALTON [2].). 

In this paper I like to present a survey on what Abstract Complexity Theory has 

achieved, in particular on the subject of the speedup phenomenon, which originally 

was its prime motivation. In the subsequent sections I will discuss topics like: 

I) the techniques used to prove the existence of speedup; 

2) characterizations of complexity sequences, and their implications for concrete 

machine models; 

3) the non-effectiveness of speedup; 

4) variants of speedup; 

5) the relation between speedup and GODEL's speedup result in logic; 

6) the relevance of i.o. speedups for decision procedures for decidable theories. 

I will not discuss the highly specialized topics of speedup of enumerations by 

changing order (as discussed by YOUNG [24]), or the importance of speedable functions 

for embedding of partial orders in the hierarchy of complexity classes which was 

studied by ALTON [I]. 

Almost all results discussed in this survey have been gathered from the litera

ture. By bringing them together I hope to enable the individual researcher to evaluate 

for himself whether speedup is relevant to his actual work or not. 

2. NOTATIONS 

In the sequel the pair of sequences ((~.).,(~.).) denotes a Blum measure (i.e. 
1 1 1 1 · 

(~.). is an acceptable Godelnumbering, ~- and~- have the same domain for each i, and 
1 1 1 1 

the predicate ~.(x) = y is recursive), which may be a Turingmachine time or tape 
1 

measure or a aompletely abstract complexity measure, depending on the context. The 

functions~- are called programs, and the functions~- are called run-times. We say 
1 1 

~- computes f, or i is an index for f whenever~-= f. If not stated otherwise all 
1 1 

functions are partial recursive functions. 
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The domain of a function f is denoted by Vf, and we write f(x) < 00 (f(x) = oo) 

for x E Vf (x </. Vf) . The inequality f ~ g means Vf ~ Vg and g (x) ~ f (x) for all x E Vg. 

Strict inequality f < g means that moreover g(x) > f(x) for all x E Vg. The inequal

ity k ~ 00 for finite k and 00 ~ 00 are understood to be true but 00 ~ k is false unless 

k = 00 • Functional composition off and g is denoted fog i.e. fog(x) = f(g(x)). 
00 00 00 

We use the "almost everywhere" quantifiers V and 3. So Vx[P(x)J means "P(x) holds 

for all but finitely many x" and 3x[P(x)J denotes "P(x) holds for infinitely many x". 
00 

We use the special notation f ~ g for Vx[f(x) ~ g(x)]; consequently the negation: 
00 

not(f~g) is equivalent to 3[f(x) > g(x)J. 

If f(x) is some expression in x then Ax[f(x)] describes the function defined by 

this expression. The expression µz[P(z)] denotes "the least z such that P(x)". We 

use the special symbols I= Ax[x] and Z = Ax[O]. 

Using a fixed pairing function <x,y>, increasing in both arguments, and its coor

dinate inverses n 1 and n 2 , we can interpretate one-variable functions to be many-
2 variable functions; an occasional super index like in ~.(x,y) = ~.(<x,y>) indicates 
J J 

the use of this interpretation. 

A transformation of programs cr is a total recursive function operating on the 

indices of programs. Such transformations are defined, implicitly using the S-n-m 

axiom and/or the recursion theorem, by writing a formula like: 

~cr(i)(x) <= P(i,x) 

where P denotes some expression in i and x. Note that the above expression defines cr. 

Throughout this paper we assume that ~.(x) ~ x for all i and x, unless stated 
l. 

otherwise; by this assumption bounds like R(x,~.(x)) which occur frequently in ab-
1. 

stract complexity theory, may be replaced by 

= (R 0 ~.)(x). An example of a measure where a 
J 

the more simpler estimate R(~.(x)) = 
J 

run-time which grows less than linearly 

makes sense, is the tape measure of off-line Turing machines. 

A program~- is called R-honest when~-~ R0 ~ •• 
l. l. l. 

According to the traditional definition a program size functions is a total 

recursive function, such that the sets{~. I s(i) ~ k} are finite and canonically 
l. 

enumerable for each k. In this paper, however, the size of a program will always be 

its index. 

3. THE SPEEDUP PHENOMENON 

,, 
Let R be some total function satisfying R>I = Ax[x]. A program~- for some 

J 
function f is called R-optimal provided~-~ R0 ~. for each program~- for f. This 

J - l. l. 

relation means that, modulo an 11overhead factor" R, no program for f is better than 

~-. 
J 

The example of Turing machines, where programs can be sped up by a linear factor, 
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shows that, as far as optimality is concerned, such factors R must be taken into 

account. On the other hand, assuming that lim R(x)/x = 00 , it makes sense to say that x~oo 
a program that sorts x arbitrary numbers in time O(xlogx) is R-optimal. 

The speedup theorem tells that, no matter how big R is chosen, there always 

exist functions which have no programs which are R-optimal; each program can be re

placed by one which is even R-better almost everywhere; formally: 

THEOREM. (BLUM [SJ, speedup): Let R > I; then there exists a total function f satis

fying: 

Vi[~.= f =:> 3j[~. = f and Ro~. cr ~.]]. 
1 J J 1 

The relation expressed in the formula above is described as: "f has R-speedup". 

Although this result is easy to state, there exist no "easy" proofs for it up to 

this moment; even the easy proof given by YOUNG [25] seems to be more complex than 

necessary. All proofs published so far contain some involved use of the recursion 

theorem wich obscures the underlying idea, the machine-dependent proof given by 

HARTMANIS & HOPCROFT [13] being a notable exception. (It is easy to see that the re

sult is measure-independent because of recursive relatedness). 

All proofs use the concept of a complexity sequence (although this concept is 

not always formally introduced). Let (p.). be a sequence of functions satisfying 
1 1 

Vp. 
1 

I) 

2) 

= Vf for each i. The sequence is called a complexity sequence for f provided 

for each j there exists an index k for f such that ~k cr pj; 

for each program ~k for f there exists an index j such that pj cr ~k. 

The two conditions together show that the sequence (p.). is cofinal with the 
1 1 

sequence of run-times off in the partial order cr. From the behaviour of a complexity 

sequence for f one can derive when f has speedup. For example if R0 p. 
1 

~ p. then f 
1+ 1 

has R-speedup. If for some total effective operator r (cf. ROGERS [19] or SCHNORR 

[22]) the complexity sequence satisfies r(p. 
1
) cr p. then f has r-operator speedup 

1+ 1 

(assuming that r is monotonic). 

The general idea behind all proofs of speedup goes as follows. For some would-be 

complexity sequence (p.). define a function f such that 2) becomes valid; this is 
. 1 1 

obtained by a diagonalization process enforcing: "if ~.(x) :5: p.(x) too often then 
1 1 

f 'F ~-"· 1 

Next, by inspection of the diagonalization process, one discovers that the in-

formation gathered by use of the "expensive" functions in the complexity sequence, 

1.e. the functions pi with i < u, is essentially finite; this information could have 

been encoded as well in the finite control of some new machine, which can compute f 

without executing the more expensive subcomputations. 

Assuming that the functions p. can be computed by a sequence of honest programs 
1 

one estimates next the run-time of the more clever program for computing fin terms 
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of the values of p. for i ~ u; a (dirty) computation and a call to the recursion theo-
1 

rem closes the argument. Only in the proof of HARTMANIS & HOPCROFT [13] this final 

part is clean due to the fact that Turingmachine tape is re-usable. 

Gathering all good ideas from the literature I propose the following machine

independent "three-line" proof of the speedup theorem. 

PROOF. Define the transformation a by: 

,n (x) <= if x 
't'a(i,u,v) 

then 

else 

fi 

< 1T IV 

tablelookup(x,1r
2
v) 

I+ max{(j).(x) I u ~ j ~ X and ~.(x) ~ 
J - J 

and V <x[j ~ y ~ ~.(y) > ~.(y-j)J} 
-- y J 1 

~- (x-j) 
1 

In the above expression "tablelookup" denotes a total function which considers its 

second argument to be the encoding of a finite table of function values, to be evalu

ated at the value of the first argument, returning zero if the first argument lies 

outside the domain of the table. 

Assume for the moment that (j). is total. From the description of a one derives 
1 

directly: 

1) If f := (j) (' 0 O) = (j). and x ~ j then ~.(x) > ~.(x-j). 
a 1, , J J 1 

2) Vu3v[(J) (' ) = (j) (" 0 O)J. a 1,u,v a 1, , 

1) follows by a diagonal argument, whereas 2) holds since each program (j). con
J 

tributes at most once to the value of the else-part. 

Next one derives by a combining leI!lllla argument (cf. [13]) 

3) 3S > I[S total and Vi,u,v[<I> c· ) oc AX[S(max{~.(y) I O ~ y ~ x-u})JJJ. -- a 1,u,v 1 

If we write p. = Ax[~.(x-j)J we conclude that the assumption that for all x 
J 1 

~- (x+ I) ~ R(S (~. (x))) (i.e. ~- is fast increasing) is sufficient to· prove 1 1 1 
R 0 <l> (' ) oc p 1• In this case I), 2) and 3) together show that (p.). is the com-

a 1,u, v u- J J 
plexity sequence of the function f which has R-speedup. 

In order to complete the proof it is, therefore, sufficient to provide a single 

fast increasing run-time~ .• This run-time is obtained by a simple application of the 
1 

recursion theorem: 

Leth be an arbitrary total function, and define the transformation T by: 

<= if x = 0 then h(O) 
e - --

elif <I>. (x) ~ R(S((C>. (x-1))) then (j). (x) + I 
-- 1 1 -- 1 
else h(x) 

fi 

Now if i is a fixed-point of T ((J)T(i) = (j).) then it is easy to see that (j). com-
1 1 
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putes hand that~- satisfies ~.(x+I) ~ R(S(~.(x))). This completes the proof. D 
1 1. 1 

4. CHARACTERIZATION OF COMPLEXITY SEQUENCES 

The proof of the speedup theorem which we have described consists of a simulta

neous construction of a function f together with a complexity sequence (p.). for it. 
1 1 

Still the two constructs are not treated equivalently, which can be recognized from 

the fact that the given argumentation shows that whenever~- is a sufficiently fast 
1 

increasing run-time then the sequence of shifts of this run-time will be the complex-

ity sequence of the function f. = ~ (" 0 o)· 
1 (J 1.' ' 

It is a reasonable question what kind of sequences (p.). can be complexity se-
1 1 

quences for recursive functions. Answers to this question can be found in MEYER & 

FISHER [17] and in SCHNORR [22]. 

In this section we let to a program ~i correspond the sequence of functions 

(pi)i = (Ax[~i(i,x)])i. Note that if the program ~i is R-honest then the functions Pi 

are R1 -honest for some suitable function R'. If we now replace in the definition of 

~ (" ) the expression ~.(x-j) by ~;(j,x) and ~.(y-j) by ~;(j,y), it is easy to see o 1,u,v 1. ~ 1. ~ 

that~ ( 0 ) describes a diagonalization function for the would-be complexity se-o ~,u,v 
quence (p.) .. Moreover, in order that the computation of~(" )(x) converges (as-

1. 1 o 1,u,v 2 suming x to be outside of the domain of the table encoded in v), the values of ~,e_(j,y) 

for u $ j $ y $ x have to be defined. A combining lemma argument yields the following 

result: 

LEMMA. (MEYER & FISCHER [17, lemma 5]): There exists a total function H such that the 

asswrption 

is sufficient to show that the sequence (pi)i = (Ax[~i(i,x)J)i is the complexity se

quence of some total function f. 

MEYER & FISCHER [17] claim that for the Turing tape measure the function H may 

be chosen as Ax[22x], i.e. two-fold exponentiation. As a consequence they have the 

following result for this concrete measure: 

THEOREM. Let R be total and H-honest. Then there exists a function f such that: 

I) R ex: ~- for each index i for f., 
1. 

2) there exists an index j for f such that ~- ex: Ax[E.{R{ ... (R(x)) ... ,) J., 
J x time~ 

3) f has self-composition speedup: if~- = f there exists an ~ndex j such that~-= f 
1. J 

and ~- o~. ex: ~-. 
J J 1 

SCHNORR [22] gives an analogous characterization of complexity sequences, but 
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also a kind of converse result. His characterization uses the concept of honesty: 

THEOREM. There exists a function H such that for each R the assumptions that ~1 is 

R-honest and that the derived sequence (p.). satisfies H0 R0 p.+l cc p. are sufficient i i i i 
to make (p.). the complexity sequence of some total function f. Conversely, to this 

i i 

function H there corresponds a function S such that for each function f having S-speed 

up an index land a function R exist such that ~1 is R-honest and such that these

quence (p.). derived from~; is a complexity sequence for f satisfying the condition 
i i -<... 

HoRopi+l cc pi. 

This assertion means that the technicalities involved in characterizing complex

ity sequences can be satisfied naturally for functions whichhavea sufficiently strong 

speedup. 

The following characterization of complexity sequences at the bottom of the Turing 

time measure is due to SCHNORR & STUMPF [21]: 

2 
THEOREM. Let ~l be a program such that for some constant c and for all n and x the 

following assertions hold: 
2 

I) log(x+l) ~ ~.t(n,x), 
2 2 

2) ~.t(n,x) ~ c ~.t(n,x), 

3) ~i(n,x) < 00 iff ~l(O,x) < oo, 

4) µm<~1(n,y)/~1(n+l,y)) = oo, 

then the derived sequence (pi)i = (Ax[~1(i,x)J)i is the complexity sequence of some 

partial O - I valued function in the Turing time measure. 

This result shows that even programs having a run-time only slightly larger than 

log x can sometimes be sped up by more than a linear factor. The proof consists of a 

modification of the traditional speedup construction and a carefull analysis of its 

time requirements. 

5. THE NON-EFFECTIVENESS OF SPEEDUP 

Once having discovered the existence of faster programs it would be nice if one 

could effectively generate for each given program a new one which is faster; for many 

mathematicians existence without a construction method is as meaningful! as non-exis

tence. 

Let us consider the function f having a speedup as was constructed in section 3, 

together with its corresponding complexity sequence (p.) .• Clearly, if we want to 
i i 

find a program for f with a run-time bounded by p then any program~(" 
1 

) which u a i,u+ ,v 
computes the function (i.e., v must encode one of the infinitely many tables contain-

ing "sufficiently many" initial values off) will be fine. 

It is my experience that an uninitiated reader of a speedup proof gets the in-
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correct impression that speedup is effective, by overlooking that such a "good" value 

of the parameter vis never constructed but only claimed to exist. The problem is that 

the table encoded in v must store the function values off over an interval which is 

sufficiently long in order for those indices j < u which ever contribute to the value 

of the else part ("by being cancelled" as this process is usually called), to do so 

at arguments within this interval. Since some indices will never be cancelled and 

since we cannot indicate which indices will behave so in advance, the size of the 

table (and consequently the right value of the parameter v) is unpredictable. 

One may ask whethe~ one needs to store the complete table of function values in 

the parameter v. Since expensive calculations are allowed on an initial segment it is 

sufficient to store only the length of the table, but this number is unpredictable as 

well. One can also store in v the total number of indices< u which will be cancelled 

at any time; by updating the collection of cancelled indices the program discovers 

automatically when its expensive subcomputations of the functions p.(x) with i < u 
1 

may be omitted. Since this number vis bounded by u, this leads to the strange situ-

ation that the faster program is known to be one among a finite set of prog~ams being 

about equally efficient, which compute functions having at most u incorrect values. 

The above explanation is no formal proof of the assertion that speedup is not 

effective. Results on this subject have been published by BLUM [5,6], MEYER & FISCHER 

[17], HELM & YOUNG [14] and SCHNORR [20]. 

The oldest result on non-effectiveness of speedup is due to BLUM [ 5, corollary I]. 

The result states that for sufficiently large R there exist no recursive enumeration 

of programs for a function f with R-speedup such that for each program~- for f some 
1 

R-faster program~- occurs somewhere else in the enumeration (remember that the col-
J 

lection of all programs for a given function is never recursively enumerable). Erro-

neously BLUM states that this assertion implies that speedup is not effective, which 

mistake he confesses in [6]. 

The proof is based on the argument, that such a sequence of programs may be run 

in parallel yielding a program which is faster than all programs in the sequence. 

In [6] BLUM gives a correct proof of the assertion that speedup is not effective: 

THEOREM. [6, th.2]. Let R be sufficiently large and let f be total. Then there exists 

no partial recursive function a such that a converges on indices i for f yielding in

dices o(i) of R-faster programs for f. 

BLUM's proof consists of a machine-dependent argument on Turing machines, which trans

fers to the general case by recursive relatedness. A machine-independent proof, which 

uses the doubl~ recursion theorem of SMULLYAN, can be found in SCHNORR [22]. 

The next question is whether the size (i.e., the index) of the faster program 

can be bounded in terms of the original program, i.e., does there exist a program ~b 

. converging on indices i off such that there always exists an index j of an R-faster 

program for f with j ~ ~b(i). 
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We have observed above that the faster program for the function f having speedup, as 

constructed in section 3, can be selected from some well determined finite set and in 

these circumstances such a bounding function <Pb can be shown to exist. The same holds 

for functions f having operator speedup, constructed by a similar method (cf. MEYER & 

FISCHER [17]). 

Therefore, people have looked for modifications of the speedup construction in 

which it becomes nevertheless impossible to bound the size of the faster program. 

An attempt of such a modification is given by CONSTABLE & HARTMANIS [8] for the 

case of functions having R-speedup; their proof, however, seems to be incomplete. A 

convincing proof has been given by HELM & YOUNG [14], but they need a function having 

operator speedup. 

THEOREM. Let R >I.Then there exists a function f such that: 

1) f has "strong" R speedup: If q>. = f there exists an index j for f such that 
]. 

11.x[R( I: l <I>. (y))] a: <I>., y~x+ J l. 

2) the size of a shift-faster program cannot be bounded: 

:llb[V.[q>.=f => 3j[q>.=f and j ~ (J)b(i) < 00 and 11.x[tl>. (x+l)] a: <I>.]]]. 
]. ]. J -- -- J ]. 

A more general version of this result can be found in MEYER & FISCHER [17, th.SJ 

The question whether the size of the speedup can be bounded for composition-speedup 

is still as far as I know unsolved. 

An argument used to defend the position that speedup is not relevant for practical 

computing, points to the use of almost everywhere quantifiers in the formulation of 

the theorem. A program q>. which is faster than q>. but only becomes so at arguments 
1000 J 

1 

beyond 10 is worthless as far as practical computing is concerned •. 

Inspecting the different possibilities of encoding the needed finite information 

in the parameter v, we can make the following observations: 

1) using the original strategy of encoding a complete table of function values in v 

we produce a program which has an efficient run-time at practically all arguments; 

however, its size is unpredictable. 

2) Using the alternative strategy of encoding in v the number of indices< u eventu

ally to be cancelled yields on the other hand a program of bounded size, which is, 

however, inefficient on an initial segment of unknown length. 

Reading these observations one gets the impression that some "inherent trade-off" 

phenomenon prevents the existence of a program which has both a bounded size and a 

nice run-time behaviour. That this impression is correct can be concluded from the 

following result: ,. 

THEOREM. (SCHNORR [20,22]). For sufficiently large total R there exists no pair of 

recursive functions f and h satisfying: 

· 1) f is a total function having R-speedup, 

2) h converges on indices i for f such that 
ll~Wtii>!Ptri5SI. 11.IA.THEMATISCH Ct:N'! KUM 

AMS'fiRDAM 
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3j < h(i)[<.p.=f and R0 0. tt 0. and #{x I R(©.(x)) > 0.(x)} ~ h(i)J 
J -- J 1-- J 1 

(where# B denotes the number of elements in a set B). 

6. SPEEDUP ON INFINITELY MANY ARGUMENTS AND PSEUDO-SPEEDUP 

Till now we have considered speedups where the faster program is faster at almost 

all arguments, and still computes the original function. By requiring less one can 

define modifications of speedup, which, however, can be shown to be effective under 

certain circumstances. 

In the first place one can weaken the condition on the computed function. A pro-
oo 

gram <.p. is called an R-pseudo-speedup of <.p. provided Ro©. tt 0. and Vx[<.p. (x) = <.p. (x)]. 
J 1 J 1 1 J 

Examples of pseudo-speedups are the programs <.pcr(i,u,v) for <.pcr(i,O,O) (regardless the 

value of v). 

BLUM has proved that pseudo-speedups can be found effectively whenever they 

exist. 

THEOREM. (BLUM [6, th.SJ). ThePe exists a total function Hand a tPansfoY'mation T such 

that the assumptions: 

1) <.p = R is total and incPeasing and R > H 
e 

2) f is total and all its pPogPams have R-pseudo-speedup 

aPe sufficient to pPove that T computes this pseudo-speedup: if f = <.p. then <.p ( .) 
1 T e,1 

is an R-pseudo-speedup of <.p •• 
1 

The idea behind the proof is that the program <.p ( .) can seek for a more effi-
T e,1 

cient program for <.p. (which is assumed to exist); at the time the more efficient pro-
1 

gram is found only a finite number of incorrect values will have appeared. 

A more interesting generalization of the speedup concept results from requesting 

the speedup to be more efficient only a infinitely many arguments. 

If the program <.p. computes the same function fas <.p. and satisfies the relation 
00 J 1 
3x[R(0.(x)) < 0.(x)J, then we say that <.p. is an i.o. R-speedup of <.p., The fact that 

J 1 J 1 

<.p. is infinitely often faster than <.p. does not exclude the possibility that <.p. is much 
J 1 J 

slower than <.p. on the rest of its domain. By replacing the program <.p. by a new one 
1 J 

which runs <.p. and <.p. in parallel one can produce an i.o. speedup of <.p. which is no-
1 J 1 

where much worse than <.pi. By requiring the parallel computation axiom of LANDWEBER & 

ROBERTSON [15] to be valid, one ensures that the parallel machine is never slower than 

the original one. 

BLUM [6] eonsidered also a type of i.o. speedup by an absolute amount. Let g and 

r be two total functions with g >>rand let <.p. = <.p, = 
1 J 

g-r-ZeveUing of <.p. provided 3x[0. (x) > g(x) and 0. (x) 
1 1 -- J 

f. The program <.p. is called a 
J 

< r(x)J. This condition means 

. that <.p. is infinitely often very efficient at arguments where <.p. is very slow; exam-
J 1 

ples of levellings can be found in BLUM [6]. 



1 1 

More interesting are functions with the properties that they have g-r levellings 

resp. i.o. R-speedup for arbitrarily large g resp. R. These functions have been in

vestigated by BLUM & MARQUES [7]. Their results are formulated in terms of i.o. speed

up and levelability of recursively enumerable sets. With each recursively enumerable 

set A we let correspond its semi-characteristic function xA defined by xA(x) = 

= if x EA then I else 00 fi. A set A has a certain speedup property provided its semi

characteristic function has it. In order to understand their results we need a few 

definitions. 

A (partial) function f 1.s called effectively speedable if there exists a trans

formation T satisfying: 

R is total and~-
1. 

= f then ~T(i,l) is an i.o. R-speedup of 

~- satisfying~(" 0 ) ~ ~.]. 
l. T 1.,~ l. 

-
If the above relation holds for some non-recursive function T the function f is 

called speedable Clearly, a function f is non-speedable if it has for some total 

function Ran R-optimal program. 

Analogously a function f is called effectively levelable if there exists a trans

formation T and a total function r such that 

vi,l[if ~l = g > r is total and ~i = f then ~T(i,l) is a g-r levelling of 

~- satisfying~(" o) ~ ©.]. 
l. T 1.,~ l. 

Again the function f is levelable if the above relation holds for some non-re

cursive function T. Hence a function f is non-levelable if for each total function r 

one has an index i for f and a total function g > r such that f = ~- implies 
J (X) 

Vx[cl>. (x) < r(x) => ©. (x) < g(x)]. 
J l. 
A function f is called effectively non-levelable if the following (much stronger) 

condition holds: 

Given an index l for rand an index i for f, one can compute an index for a total 
(X) 

function g such that the above relation Vx[©.(x) < r(x) => ©.(x) < g(x)] holds for all 
J l. 

programs~- for f. 
J 

From recursive function theory we need the concept of creativity. A recursively 

enumerable set A is called creative if there exists a function t such that: 

Vi[t(i) E (AnV~.) u (lN\(AuV~.))J. 
l. l. 

Actually the above defines what ROGERS calls complete creativity, but the two 

concepts can be shown to be equivalent (cf. ROGERS [19]). Taking i to be an index such 
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that V~. n A= 0 one easily sees that t(i) E 1N\(AuV~.) from which one derives that 
1 1 

]N\A is not recursively enumerable. 

BLUM & MARQUES use the following generalization of creativity: A recursively 

enumerable set A is called subcreative if there exists a transformation T such that 

V<P (") = v~. u {x.} where x. E (AnV~.) u (JN\Au1J<P.)). 
T1 1 1 1 1 1 

The difference is that not the element x. itself is given but only the set which 
1 

results by adding x. to 1J(p •• Again a subcreative set has a complement which is not 
1 1 

recursively enumerable. 

Using the above definitions we can summarize the main results of BLUM & MARQUES 

[7] as follows: 

THEOREM. 

I) A set A is effectively speedable iff it is subcreative; a pa::t'tial function f is 

effectively speedable iff its graph is subcreative. 

2) A set A is non-speedable if there exists a transformation a such that: 

Vi[V~. n (JN\A) = v~ (.) n (JN\A)) and (V~. CA => v~ (.) is finite) J. 
i cr i -- i cr i 

3) A set A is levelahle iff there exists a transformation a satisfying: 

for all i the program ~cr(i) computes the characteristic function of a recursive 

set c. and for each recursive set R containing the complement of A there exists 
1 

an index i such that C. n R is infinite and C. c A. 
1 1 

4) Levelable sets are speedable; there exists, however, a set which is both effec-

tively speedable and effectively non-Zevelable. 

In BLUM [6, th.4] it has been shown that creative sets are effectively levelable. 

BLUM & MARQUES give no "if and only if" characterization for effective levelability. 

The criteria in 2) and 3) seem to have been invented ad hoc; the corresponding con

cepts in recursion theory have not yet been named. The proofs of the above results 

are highly complicated. 

In section 8 we shall consider the importance of levelability at the bottom of 

the complexity hierarchy. 

7. THE RELATION WITH SPEEDUP IN LOGIC 

In 1936 GODEL [11] remarks that by extending a theory by an undecidable sentence 

one does not only get new theorems but also much shorter proofs for some theorems 

which were already provable. The result can be found also in MOSTOWSKI [18] or 

EHRENFEUCHT & MYCIELSKI [9], and ARBIB [3,4]. 

The conditions enforced on the extension to provide the shorter proofs are for

mulated in the terminology of logic. GODEL considers the extension S. c S. 1 where S. 
1 i+ 1 

·is logic of the i-th order (i.e., quantification over objects upto type i). EHRENFEUCHT 

& MYCIELSKI treat the extension Tc T+a where it is assumed thatT + nota is an unde-
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cidable theory. ARBIB considers a first order logic S formalizing natural numbers 

with+,= and< and considers the extension Sc S+a where a is an undecidable sen

tence. 

It is reasonable to ask whether this speedup in logic is an appearance of the 

speedup phenomena in recursion theory described in the preceding sections. This ques

tion was investigated by ARBIB [3,4] and the answer seems to be negative. Speedup in 

logic is due to a much simpler phenomenon than the BLUM speedup. 

The sentences provable in some theory S form a recursively enumerable set A. We 

can consider the theory _to be a program having this set as its domain and having the 

length of the shortest proof of some sentence a in the theory Sas its run-time at a. 

Schematically: 

Theory S 

set of theorems {a I s r a} 

length of shortest proof of a 

program lPs 

Now let Sc S' be an extension of theories. Clearly, VlJ)8 ~ Vq,8 , so lPg, cannot be 

considered to be a speedup or i.o. speedup or levelling of 4)8 ; assuming moreover that 

there are infinitely many more theorems in S 1 as there were in Sit cannot be a pseudo

speedup either. The real origin of the speedup in logic is the following elementary 

lenuna in recursion theory. 

LEMMA. Let f and g be partial functions such that Vf c Vg and such that Vg\Vf is not 

recursively enumerable. Then for every pair of programs lj). = f and lj). = g and for 
]. J 

every total function Rone has: 
00 

3x[x E Vf and R(<J>. (x)) < <1>. (x)]. 
-- J ]. 

PROOF. Assume, by hypothesis to be contradicted, that f = lj)., g = lj). and 
]. J 

Vx[x E Vf => R(<J>.(x)) ~ <1>.(x)J. Then 
J ]. 

00 

Vx[x E Vg\Vf iff (x E Vg and <1>.(x) > R(<J>.(x)))J 
-- -- ]. J 

which shows Vg\Vf to be recursively enumerable; contradiction. D 

A more direct analogy of the BLUM speedup in logic can be derived from the results 

in the preceding section. Most nice undecidable theories have sets of provable theorems 

which are creative. Consequently those sets are both effectively speedable and effec

tively levelable. This implies that a theory like arithmetic can be sped up at in-
' finitely many provable sentences by some conservative extension. On the other hand 

it seems highly unlikely that the sets having a.e. speedup which are constructed by 

diagonalization can be at the same time (the encoding of) some interesting theory. 

No result of this type is known to me. 
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8. THE RELEVANCE OF SPEEDUP FOR DECIDABLE THEORIES 

In the preceding section we have seen that any reasonable undecidable theory is 

speedable; choosing a stronger formalism one produces proofs which are shorter by a 

certain amount. Since the theory is undecidable, the length of proofs cannot be bounded 

in advance; therefore, assuming that the theorems whose proofs are shortened origi

nally had proofs of very high complexity, the new theory can still be as prohibitive 

as the old one. Hence it is not clear that this speedup result concerns the actual 

practice of mathematics •. 

If we consider a decidable theory (i.e., the set of provable sentences is re

cursive) the situation changes. A recursive set is neither speedable nor levelable, 

but it can have R-speedup resp. g-r levelling for functions R resp. r which are small 

compared to the actual complexity of the set. The question arises whether any of these 

phenomena will occur in the situation of some nice decidable theory. 

Recent work by MEYER, STOCKMEYER [23] and others on the complexity of decidable 

theories show that interesting theories have strong levelability properties~ These 

results are obtained not so much by direct construction, but as a consequence of their 

techniques of translating Turingmachine computations into theories about regular 

expressions, orderings, arithmetic etc. 

In the discussion below the domain will be the set L* of strings over some finite 

alfabet (e.g., {0,1}); the length of a string xis denoted lxl. 

Let A be a set Ac L* such that A can be recognized by a Turing machine M such 

that the tape used by Mon a string xis bounded by an exponential function in lxl, 

say 2lxl. This is expressed by writing A E EXPSPACE. In the sequel it does not matter 

whether M works deterministically or not. Clearly, x EA iff the string¢ x bk¢ where 

k = 2lxl_lxl, b denotes the blank symbol of Mand¢ an endmarker, is the first 

instantaneous description (i.d.) of an accepting computation of M which never leaves 

the tape presented in the first i.d. 

On the other hand we can consider regular expressions over the alfabet L, formed 

using the operators u (union), • (concatenation),* (Kleene star), and 2 (squaring); 

these expressions form the set REG(L,{u,·,*, 2}). Such a regular expression describes 

a regular subset of L* which can be either the complete set L* or not. It is decid

able whether the expression describes the full set L* and consequently the set 

NEC(L,{u,·.~, 2}) of all regular expressions describing regular sets having non-empty 

complement is recursive; actually it is a member of EXPSPACE. 

The main technique of MEYER & STOCKMEYER consists of the construction of mappings 

like the mapping f below: 

LEMMA. (STOCKMEYER [23]). There exists a function f: L* ➔ REG(L,{U,•,*, 2}) such that: 

l) f is computahle in log space, stretching (i.e. Vx[lxl ~ lf(x)I ~ K• lxl] for some 

constant K), and log-space invertible (a technical condition needed to use it for 

reducibilities). 
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2) For each x the expression f(x) describes a regular set consisting of aU strings 

except (if present) the encodings of accepting computations of Mon x on 2lxl tape 

squares. 

Consequently one has x EA iff f(x) E NEC(L.{u,·.*,
2
}). From this one derives 

that the set NEC(L,{u,·,*, 2
}) is complete in EXPSPACE, which was the main goal of the 

technique. 
. * 2 However, the technique proves at the same time that the set NEC(L,{u,·, , }) has 

a strong levelability property. Starting point is the following result: 

LEMMA. (MEYER & STOCKMEYER [23, fact 3.11]). Let S > log be tape constructable and 

let R = o(S) then there exists a set A, which is recognized deterministically in 

space S such that A is effectively R-Z-levelable (remember that Z = Ax[OJ). 

The following proof of this result (which is to short to be omitted) was commu

nicated to me by HARTMANIS [12]. 

PROOF. Let A be the set of all strings of the form x # w such that the Turing machine 

M with index x on input w either uses more than S(lx#wl)/lxl tape squares, or uses 
X 

less than S(lx#wl)/lxl tape squares but rejects its input. Assuming the Godel numbering 

to be reasonable, the computation of M on k tape squares can be simulated by some 
X 

universal machine on lxl •k squares. Hence the set A can be recognized in space S. 

However, if M is a machine accepting A one derives that the regular set {y # w 
y 

w EL*} is entirely contained within A, and moreover M takes more than S(ly#wl)/lyl 
y 

tape squares to accept the string y # w. Consequently a new machine which first (by 

finite automaton action) ,tests whether the input starts with y#, and otherwise simu

lates M on the input, provides an effective R-Z levelling of A. 0 
y 

From this lemma we conclude that there exists a set A recognizable in exponential 

space, which is exponential-to-zero levelable. The next lemma shows that this levela

bility is preserved under reducibilities: 

LEMMA. Let A be S-log-levelable and let A~ B by f where f is stretching and log-space 

invertible. Then there exists a constant c > 0 such that Bis Ax[S(cx)]-log-levelable. 

The consequence of these lemmas becomes clear. There exists some weird set A in 

EXPSPACE which is exp-log-levelable, but since this set can be reduced to the set 

NEC(L,{u,·,*, 2}) by a function f having the right properties, the latter set is exp

log-levelable as well. But NEC(L,{u,·,*, 2}) is an interesting mathematical object. 

Encodings like the mapping f described above have been constructed for many 

interesting decidable theories; a well known example is Pressburger arithmetic, for 

which FISCHER & RABIN [10] have proved a two-fold exponential lower time bound. Other 

theories like the weak monadic second order theory of successor have been shown to 

require a non-elementary amount of time. (cf. MEYER [16]). Each of the above results 
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yields as a corollary a corresponding strong levelability result on the theory under 

discussion. 

The above shows us something new about the doom of formalism. It is not only the 

case that each formalism prevents us from proving some interesting valid theorem, but, 

even when we consider its restriction to some non-trivial but decidable theory, there 

will be sequences of trivialities, recognizable (e.g., by some finite automaton) for 

which the formalism itself only provides prohibitive proofs. 
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